**British Editor MacKenzie: US Policy Must Be Altered**

Advocating drastic changes in the foreign policy of the United States, the editor of <em>The Nation</em>, Mr. R. C. MacKenzie, sentiment editor of "New Statesman and Leader" in London, England, spoke to a group of students in Room 1-109 last Thursday.

Mr. MacKenzie contended that both present methods of controlling Communism and the present method of maintaining war are useless. Use of force is not working, he said, as Eastern Europe is remaining firmly under Nazi control. Mr. MacKenzie believes that because it gives Communism greater opportunity to move forward against those faction leaders weaker than itself.

The editor deplores such American policies as supporting the Franco gov- ernment in the United Nations and forming alliances with German industry, for such acts are good am- munication for Communist propag- anda.

To better our foreign policy, we should look for allies in those who are now Communists only because it is in the best that they can get. MacKenzie made a stand to make sure that the whole world will be divided.

---

**Police To Begin Tagging**

19 cars in driveways along Vassar Road, in front of Buildings 5 and 33, and approaches to buildings, so as to dis- tribute by one of their members.
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